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Presentation of the workshops  
 
 

 
 
 
“Your Heroic Successes in Psychodrama” 
Marcia Karp 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
What worked and why? Show us.  How something worked gives courage to invent again. Learning from 
your successes as director, protagonist and auxiliary will be the focus of the workshop.  
 
BIOGRAPHY 
Marcia Karp, MA, TEP United Kingdom Distinguished Fellow IAGP; Fellow, Jacob and William Moreno 
Awards, ASGPP; Founding and Honorary Member FEPTO; Past Honorary President BPA; Co-Editor Hand-
book of Psychodrama; Psychodrama Since Moreno; Psychodrama: Inspiration and Technique, Lifetime 
Achievement Awards BPA and ASGPP. 
Private and online Practice, Int’l Trainer 
Mkarp11444@aol.com 
 
 

 
 
“The psychodynamic body in play” 
Chantal Nève-Hanquet & Georgios Chaniotis 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
The psychodramatic virtual play offers a special directive space. Contrary to  conventional psychodrama, it 
allows the opportunity of viewing me (meaning, to play and view myself at the same time). Vision confer-
ence develops like the mirror effect and offers an experience and specific representations of the body. 
The workshop, being experimental above all, will provide the opportunity for situations that are recom-
mended by the participants to be put  on stage. At a subsequent time, a chance will be given for us to 
wonder about the positioning of the body, using a recognitional base on three levels: 

• The imaginary body 
• The real body 
• The symbolic body 

The workshop will cater to both English and French speakers 
hanquetchantal@gmail.com  
yorgoschaniotis@gmail.com  

mailto:Mkarp11444@aol.com
mailto:hanquetchantal@gmail.com
mailto:yorgoschaniotis@gmail.com
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You Are Not Your Symptoms. Bodily Symptoms as Metaphors 
The use of psychodrama in psychosomatic disease 
Judith Teszáry  
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
The hypothesis: The use of psychodrama with psychosomatic patients is more effective than verbal thera-
pies. Psychosomatic states are characterized by the lack of ability to symbolise, the lack of spontaneity, 
low emotional expressiveness and low stress tolerance. Very often the patient is not aware of the connec-
tion between the bodily symptoms and the psychosocial and environmental factors. In their daily life, the 
patients act within a reduced role repertoire where the overdeveloped psychosomatic roles dominate. 
The rationale is that psychodrama is effective in creating clear emotional states, providing symbols for 
experiences of emotional significance and providing tools to integrate repressed memories of early, often 
pre-verbal traumatisation. A need for new methods, a new approach and above all a new way of thinking 
about stress-related diseases is necessary. Health psychology and in particular the contribution of Prof. 
Aaron Antonovsky, a medical social scientist is of utmost help for a better understanding of psychoso-
matic diseases. The workshop is experiential. It provides an opportunity to explore and learn how to 
transform bodily symptoms into mental structures. 
The body carries both despairs and desires. 
BIOGRAPHY 
Judith Teszáry is a psychodrama and sociodrama trainer and supervisor, international lecturer and private 
practitioner. She worked as a psychologist in the Stockholm City Child Care department for seventeen 
years. She has been working with psychosomatic patients in a research and treatment project at the Swe-
dish Stress Research Department. Founding member of FEPTO (Federation of European Psychodrama 
Training Organizations) served as president of the federation for six years. She is a member of the Task 
Force for Peace Building and Conflict Transformation group using the method of Sociodrama in conflict 
areas. 
She is the chair of the Swedish Association of Psychodramatists. 
Publications:  
Sociodrama the Art and Science of Social Change, eds. Sociodramanetwork editorial board, 2022, Teszary, 
J. Psychodrama with Psychosomatic Patients, International Journal of Psychotherapy, vol.21 nr 2 June 
2017 Sociodrama in a Changing World, ed. Ron Wiener, Di Adderley&Kate Kirk, 2011, Lulu;Teszary, J. 
(2011) Projection and projective identification as mechanisms in the creation of an enemy. In Sociodrama 
in the Changing World. 213-217. Lulu.Teszary, J. (2011) The Semitic Brothers. In Sociodrama in the Chang-
ing World. 217-223. Lulu.Supervision in Psychodrama, Experiential Learning in Psychotherapy and Train-
ing, ed. Hannes Krall, Jutta Fürst & Pierre Fontaine, 2013, SpringerTeszary, J. Supervision – a Triangle of 
Drama in Transition, 129-138Psykosomatisk läkekonst (Psychosomatic Art of Healing), ed. Theorell. T., 
Konarski. K. 1991, NoK, StockholmNär orden inte räcker (When words Are not Enough), ed. Theorell. T., 
1998, NoK, Stockholm; Teszary, J. Psychodrama, 130-170Skapande ögonblick (Creative Moments), ed. 
Hans Berglind, Cura, 1998, Stockholm.Teszary, J. När jälen möter kroppen (When the Soul Meets the 
Body), 120-145 
jteszary@gmail.com  
 

mailto:jteszary@gmail.com
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The Transformative Wisdom of Healing Dreams played in psychodrama in the Time 
of War and Pandemic  
 Maurizio Gasseau 
 

ABSTRACT 
The author before starting the workshop will explain what  Jungian psychodrama is and how dreams are 
used in psychodrama in a support online group with Ukrainian colleagues and with Russian colleagues in 
another psychodrama group, during the war time.  
Jungian psychodrama utilizes psychodramatic theory and technique, articulated in a complex model of 
conduction and observation. It derives from Jung’s analytical theory on dreams, from his concepts of the 
personal and collective unconsciousness, of archetypal images and individuation as well as S.H. Foulkes’ 
concepts of the net and the personal and basic matrix.   
The director will demonstrate how to play dreams belonging to different categories: symbolic dreams, 
vision dreams, nightmares, oracle dreams, recurring dreams and social dreams. He will demonstrate the 
dream incubation technique according to the ancient medicine of Asclepion and the utilization of open-
ing and closing rituals.    
Two or three dreams will be played out in the workshop.   
After the final sharing, there will be an observation which will communicate the sense of the dreams 
which have been played, using a narrative style. This will enrich the dramas with mythopoeic amplifica-
tions and will connect individual themes to the group’s collective unconsciousness as well as to the trans-
cultural themes of this time of war, pandemic and economic crisis and dramatic climate change.   
Topic and the approach:   
Topic: To play out dreams and to continue dreaming is the healing power of psychodra-
ma.                                                
The approach: Jungian psychodrama utilizes psychodramatic theory and technique, articulated in a com-
plex model of conduction and observation. It derives from Jung’s analytical theory on dreams, from his 
concepts of the personal and collective unconsciousness, of archetypal images and individuation as well 
as S.H. Foulkes’ concepts of the net and the personal and basic matrix.  
  
Description of methods/process that will be used:  
The author before starting the workshop will explain what Jungian psychodrama  is and how it can be 
used with dreams in a support online group with Ukrainian colleagues and with Russian colleagues in an-
other psychodrama group, during the war time.  
In the warm up,  which will take place after the presentation ritual and the confidentiality agreement, the 
director will demonstrate the dream incubation technique according to the ancient medicine of Asclepi-
on, than group members will share dreams in pairs and two or three protagonists will play  out dreams. 
After the final sharing there will be a narrative observation which will communicate the sense of the 
dreams which have been played out. This will enrich the dramas with mythopoeic amplifications and will 
connect individual themes to the group’s collective unconsciousness as well as to the transcultural 
themes of this time of war, pandemic and economic crisis and dramatic climate change.   
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BIOGRAPHY 
Maurizio Gasseau, associate professor of Dynamic psychology at the University of 
Aosta. Past-Chair of the Psychodrama Section of International Association of Group 
Psychotherapy and Group Processes IAGP, is a Jungian analyst, certified psychotera-
pist and psychodramatist  in Italy as well as leader of training groups all over the 
world. His main interests are researching Dreams in Psychodrama in Social Dreaming 
Matrix and working  on trangenerational topics. He is co-founder of Jungian Psycho-
drama theory in 1978, and  founder of Psychodramatic Social Dreaming Matrix in 
2006.    
Co - founder of FEPTO Task Force for Peace Building and Conflict Transformation. Author of more than 
ninety publications. received the FEPTO Excellence Award in 2017.  
Contact information: m.gasseau@univda.it  cellular  +393482719909  
 
  

 
Psychodrama And Expressive Arts Therapy Approaches For Helping Children Deal 
With Their Anxiety And Fears 
Healing children’s fears through psychodrama and expressive arts therapy  
Lydia Yordanova 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
Children's minds and emotions are constantly changing and developing, and they do not all develop at 
the same rate. That is why it is really important to distinguish normal fears from those that require special 
attention and try to help children deal with them.  
This workshop is going to present a variety of psychodrama techniques and expressive arts therapy ap-
proaches like music, play, drawing and dance/movement approaches, that enable children to cope with 
their fears and anxiety, caused by traumas, loss, abuse, and other risk factors that may affect their ability 
to reach their full academic and personal potentials.  
theoretical frame  
A child's world is full of dangers, real and imaginary, that many adults forget they ever experienced. Most 
childhood fears are normal, temporary, and eventually outgrown, but studies still show that fears and 
anxiety are among the most common reasons for serious distress, unusual or disruptive behavior, nega-
tive interactions, all of them affecting child's development and educational range. In a high proportion of 
cases, it turns out that the symptoms of an adult anxiety disorder first appeared in childhood, so treat-
ment of abnormal childhood anxiety is not only important for its own sake but may help prevent adult 
disorders. 
methods/process that will be used Psychodrama techniques and expressive arts therapy approaches like 
music, play, drawing and dance/movement approaches 
BIOGRAPHY 
MSc in Applied Psychology, Psychodrama Director, Founder and Manager of ZS Consult Educational, 
Counselling and Training Centre in Varna, Member of the Bulgarian Psychological Society, Member of 
IAGP, Member of ASGPP, President of the Balkan Association in Psychodrama, Sociometry and Group Psy-
chotherapy. 

mailto:m.gasseau@univda.it
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Since 2007 I have been working in the field of school psychology and psychodrama, leading seminars 
and trainings with school teachers, students, kindergarten children, parents. 
Founder and manager of ZS Consult Educational, Counselling and Training Centre, 
located in Varna, Bulgaria. For 14 years now the Center has been the main organiz-
er of National and International Conferences and other events regarding school 
psychology matters. Main organizer of the First Balkan Conference in Psychodra-
ma, Sociodrama and Other Action Methods in Education “Pippi Longstocking and 
the Modern World”, that took place in July, 2 Lydia Yordanova019 near Varna with 
participants from all over the world. 
office@zsconsult.com 
+359879643031, Viber, WhatsApp  
 

  
 
“A meeting with the stony heart” 
The healing power of the group after pandemia 
Sofia Symeonidou 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
The stony heart I am referring to is that place within us where much has been stored up and com-
pressed in these past two years. It is the struggle for survival in every way, for each and every one of 
us. If this inner place becomes a meeting point for all people to publicly accept admission rather 
than avoidance, then it is better taken care of. This place could even almost be a vestige of a pagan 
deity, but it is definitely a place as old as the stones on the hills.    
In this workshop, while we will be together again in a natural place, it will be an opportunity to share 
and take care of those which all of this has taken a toll on. To connect with the outer place, nature 
and the group again, we will seek to unfurl and un-numb from the isolation and to share the stony 
heart. 
The circle of the Psychodrama group, an international group, can become the embrace which every-
one has missed, and it can raise the need for contact and trust that is always present. 
Let us find the courage to feel where we are, where the pandemic, war, difficulties have relocated us 
to; let us join experiences and emotions -which are not individual problems but a part of everyday 
life- so as to exorcise dystopia. 
To soften the stone within us!  
Theoretical frame -The collective trauma of pandemia in a psychodramatic cycle. 
Metod/technik—Sociometry, Psychodrama, Sociodrama and Group Work 
BIOGRAPHY 
Sofia lives in Greece. She has a Degree in Social and Behavioral Sciences with a Major in Psychology. 
In 2002, she was awarded a Diploma in Psychodrama and Group Psychotherapy. She works as a psy-
chodrama therapist, and she is the main Trainer, as well as the Director of the Center for the Study 
and Application of Psychodrama in Thessaloniki (a member of FEPTO). 
Since 1997, she has been working in the Human Rights field in cooperation with ARSIS (Social Organ-
ization for Youth Support), which is a Greek NGO. She has provided training in Human Rights for 
young people, young offenders and youth in danger of Social Exclusion. She provides supervision to 

mailto:office@zsconsult.com
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scientific personnel, and social scientists of ARSIS, and other Organizations. The last six years she has 
been utilizing her extensive experience in organizing and monitoring new methodologies to offer sup-
port to social scientists working in the field with refugees. She is a member of IAGP (International Asso-
ciation for Group Psychotherapy and Group Processes). 
COMMENT I propose a three day workshop in continuity of the Conference. The participants that will 
follow it will need three day participation. 
info@psychodramathes.gr , GSM +306973201530 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Creativity in therapy with reluctant clients: Can creativity be learned? 
The healing power of very short and simple psychodramatic interventions 
Roger Schaller  
 

ABSTRACT 

In psychodrama we have various techniques to stimulate spontaneity and initiate a creative bodily ac-
tion. But what can we do if a client is not willing or able to do so? 
Successful psychotherapy is often assumed to depend on a client’s willingness to participate and his or 
her motivation to change. Imagine a client who is not willing to be spontaneous: this client does not 
want to talk, play, dance, sing, draw or fantasize – what will you do? 
In this workshop we will experience how elements of psychodrama can be useful to get reluctant cli-
ents to actively participate in therapy and reflect on their attitudes, situation and behaviour. And we 
will explore the concept of creativity: What does it mean to be creative in psychodrama? Can we see, 
feel or measure creativity? 
In this workshop we will approach the concept of creativity in psychodramatic case studies based on 
some theories I have described in the book «Imagine you are…». Participants can contribute case stud-
ies from their own practice in this experiential workshop. 
Theoretical frame: I elaborated the theoretical frame in my book: Schaller, R. (2019). Imagine you are…
Role Play in Individual Therapy, Counselling and Coaching. Edited by www.lulu.com. ISBN 978-0-359-
67529-6 
BIOGRAPHY 
Roger Schaller is a practicing psychotherapist, traffic psychologist, trainer and supervisor. He is board 
member of the Swiss Associations for Psychodrama and the Swiss Association for Traffic Psychology as 
well as head of the Swiss Institute for Psychodrama and Action Methods (www.ipda.ch). He has au-
thored numerous books on psychodrama and role play.  
Contact information 
CH-2532 Magglingen , Roger Schaller         
schaller@ipda.ch  
 

mailto:info@psychodramathes.gr
mailto:schaller@ipda.ch
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Using sociometry for healing realtionships: a developmental ap-
proach 
Sociometry: healing in relationship 
Jacomien Ilbrink 

 
 
ABSTRACT 
Sociometry is a powerful tool to explore the social-emotional relationships that are present in the room 
in the here and now . Exploring these relationships is effectuated by tuning in to oneself in relationship 
to  others, and in this way we become aware of our personal preference choices, that are not always 
conscious.  
Indeed, choices are being made whether we give them our attention or not. Knowing the basis of our 
choices, and the choices others are making, raises personal awareness about them,  enabling us to heal 
connections. 
Sociometry can be challenging for participants, as it will uncover how participants see each other. How-
ever, in the process, this can also dismantle projections. In this way, participants become each other’s 
therapeutic agents., helping  each other  see themselves for whom they truly are. 
The aim of this workshop is to build relationships in the group and create awareness about healing in re-
lationships. 
Methods/process : Sociometry with Moreno's development theory as a guideline 
 Theoretical frame 
Moreno: Group members are each others therapeutic agents. 
BIOGRAPHY 
Jacomien Ilbrink – de Visser, Creative Arts Therapist, CP, TEP in training, current chair of the Psychodra-
ma Association for Europe e.V.  
jacomien.ilbrink@gmail.com, GSM +31643985291 
 

 
 
Healing as a group learning process 
Healing in a professional group through sociodrama 
Irina Ștefănescu 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
The cultural atom wonderfully serves a group of professionals to understand, accept and develop their 
roles repertoire. When the relationships and higher alliances are quite controversial in the work process-
es and, as a consequence, passionate professionals get to lose their drive and focus, sunk in eroding con-
flicts, this cultural atom needs to be seen in the dynamics of the workflow. We can invite the profession-
als to see when some of their roles or role clusters change so much, that they need to reconsider ac-
cepting or negotiating, learning or changing those roles. While learning about their work from different 
perspectives, in action, the group starts to heal many of the relational wounds and finds new ways to 
find meaning and joy, individually and collectively. 

mailto:jacomien.ilbrink@gmail.com,
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I have developed a combination of the cultural atom and process mapping during an intervention for a 
highly specialised team working in an international shared service centre. 
Sociodrama and action methods, cultural atom, process mapping. 
Will develop a group story or will start from a person's story and will develop it into a group's story. 
Theoretical frame: A combination of cultural atom and process mapping helps heal the struggles in the 
professional relationships 
BIOGRAPHY 
Curious learning and development partner for people and their organisations in Romania or abroad, Irina 
uses various roles to accompany the learning journeys: coach, facilitator, trainer, consultant, mentor, 
supervisor or student. She is a devoted practitioner and promoter of sociodrama, psychodrama and oth-
er action methods. Member of ARPsiC, BPA and iSCAN. 
irina.stefanescu@sociodrama.ro 
irina.stefanescu@gmail.com  
GSM: +40722518031 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bibliodrama in the shadow of a war 

Kerstin Jurdell 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
Bibliodrama is playing mythological stories from the Bible where I use psychodramatic methodology and 
philosophy as a director. The stories may be changed in the improvisation of the group and in the di-
recting. During this spring a bibliodrama group met regularly in a swedish church. I was surprised when I 
realized how therapeutic the different stories from the Bible had been during the spring. In the seminar I 
will talk about the process the group went through and we will also play one of the stories.  
The book of Esther(from the Christian Old Testament). The book relates the story of a Hebrew woman in 
Persia, born as Hadassah but known as Esther, who becomes queen of Persia and thwarts a genocide of 
her people.   
BIOGRAPHY 
Kerstin Jurdell, TEP, MA, former member of the FEPTO board, SWEDEN. 
Contact information: 
Kerstin Jurdell 
psykodramaskolan@gmail.com 
Tfn. +46 708 582 248 
 
 

mailto:irina.stefanescu@sociodrama.ro
mailto:irina.stefanescu@gmail.com
mailto:psykodramaskolan@gmail.com
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Experience of sociodramatic work in Russia during the events of 2022 
Pavel Kornienko 
 
I think that this topic might be of interest to colleagues who are interested in socio-
dramatic work with the community in times of social crisis. Sociodramatic forms of 
work allow us to use the power of psychodrama for large and small groups. 

In the workshop I want to share my experience of conducting face-to-face and online sociodramatic 
workshops for group participants in Russia during the events of Spring 2022. I will talk about  how 
this work had a positive effect on the group participants. And also, I will open up my vision of tasks, 
purposes and phases in such work. As a result of the reflection,  I will present a brief guideline that 
can be useful in working with acute social crises. During the workshop we will execute a few of the 
most interesting group sociodramatic exercises from this project. 
 Furthermore, there will be a short story and a reflection on my experience. Then we will carry out 
some of the most interesting group sociodramatic exercises . 
Theoretical frame: The main tools in the proposed work were all-group psychodramatic role-playing 
techniques and getting into the role of others. 
BIOGRAPHY 
Pavel Kornienko is a psychologist, psychodramatist, psychodrama trainer and supervisor. Member of 
IAGP. Head and lead trainer of long-term professional psychodrama education in Moscow, Ryazan, 
Yaroslavl, Ufa (Russia), Chisinau (Moldova) and other cities. Head of the Psychodrama School 
“Contemporary Psychodrama Workshop” (Moscow). 
CV: https://psy-education.ru/about/trainers/pavel-kornienko/eng 
I was invited as a guest to the FEPTO Annual Meeting in Ohrid in 2020. 
email: pavel.kornienko@gmail.com 
phone: +79036109125 
 

 
 
Object Relations, Schizo-Paranoid And De-
pressive Position – Externalization Of The 
Inner World On Psychodrama Stage 

Healing power of externalization of our inner world 
on the psychodrama stage. 
 

Dusan Potkonjak, Sanja Životić, Jasna Veljkovic 
 
Healing power of exploring object relations in the here and now in the group as well as those im-
portant relationships with significant others from the past, present and future. 
 
In this workshop we will demonstrate on the psychodrama stage, object relations in the period of 
early development as well as in clinical practice. We will also explore our object relationships in the 
group "here and now" and possibly wider - in our macrocosm.  
Visually, on the stage, we will follow the splitting mechanism, how the objects are split up and 
merged. Members of the group will be able to see, follow and experience these complicated pro-
cesses externalized on the psychodrama stage.  

mailto:pavel.kornienko@gmail.com
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We will then, possibly, be able to investigate the fluctuations between the shizo-
paranoid and depressive position and experience the various types of object relations 
with the partial and whole external and internal objects on the scene.  
Participants can be in the roles of both partial and whole objects and communicate 

with one another, verbally and non-verbally. Through role reversal and other psychodrama tech-
niques, we will show that the externalization of the inner world on the psychodrama stage helps 
achieve a better understanding of one's own inner reality. It is a prerequisite to establish more open, 
clearer and more realistic communication with another person, to improve the interpersonal rela-
tionships and to create conditions for interpersonal learning. 
Theoretical frame  
Object relations are the relationships of a person with other persons of psychologically importance
(objects). These relationships are created from the very beginning of life in the communication of 
the baby and its environment, primarily in communication with the primary object - mother. A real 
mother, and later many other important people in life, are external objects. . But our world consists 
of an external reality and an inner world which affect one another from the beginning and through-
out life, through repeated cycles of projection and introjection mechanisms.  
In this way, internal objects are formed in our inner world - the internal representations of real per-
sons where they are transformed and do not entirely correspond to the external reality. In a shizo-
paranoid position, the baby, using the mechanism of splitting, divides the object into good and bad 
and thus forms partial objects, according to which the baby relates as though they  are different 
people. Although unsustainable in the long run, this process is very important for further develop-
ment, as it ensures the establishment of a sufficiently good internal object, which is the basis for fur-
ther development and successful entry into the depressive position. In it, the baby realizes that good 
and bad partial objects ("good and bad breast") are the same person and begins - through the pro-
cess of ambivalence, feelings of guilt, grief and need for reparation - to merge them into a single, 
whole object with which it enters in object relationship. These positions are not just developmental 
phases, but these states are repeated in life and can be observed in clinical work.  
Methods/process—Psychodrama techniques, Group dynamic, Encounter 
BIOGRAPHY 
Dusan Potkonjak, MD, neuropsychiatrist, trainer of BPA since 1994. Main trainer of SPA Moreno. 
1988 started first psychodrama training group in Belgrade. Graduated in advanced psychodrama in 
UK, BPA, 1991 (primary trainer was M.Karp student of JL Moreno). Fulfilled 1300 hours in diploma 
course in GA, overseas training. His special interest is possibility of compatible integration of Psycho-
drama – Moreno, Group Analysis –Foulkes, Interpersonal Group Psychotherapy –Yalom, to explore 
group process on psychodrama stage. Phone: +381 63 8450235; dusandpotkonjak@yahoo.com 
Dr. Sanja Životić, psychodrama therapist, in training for psychodrama trainers. Child and adolescent 
psychiatrist in the Clinical Center "D.Mišović", Belgrade. Integrates psychodrama with elements of 
psychodynamic therapy, especially Klein theory of object relations, about which she is additionally 
educated. Phone: +381 64 2001946;  zivoticsanja@gmail.com  
Jasna Veljkovic, PhD in Psychotherapy, Clinical Psychologist, Psychodrama Therapist and Trainer. 
Professor at the Faculty of Political Sciences. Co-founder of Psychodrama in the ex-Yugoslavia (YUPA, 
BPC), trainer of SPA Moreno. Member of IAGP, FEPTO and EA of EMDR. Fulfilled 1300 h Diploma 
Course in GA, overseas training. Published four books on Psychodrama in Serbia, co-author of the 
book “Psychodrama in images”, and more than 50 articles on Psychotherapy.  
jasna.veljkovic@fpn.bg.ac.rs 

mailto:dusandpotkonjak@yahoo.com
mailto:zivoticsanja@gmail.com
mailto:jasna.veljkovic@fpn.bg.ac.rs
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The social atom as a clinical instrument? Differences in social atom diagrams of 
children and adolescents of ages 7 to 17 with diagnosed psychiatric disorders with-
in the general population 

Kamilė Plėšnytė- Čapkauskienė, Beatričė Aukštuolytė, Jurgita Radzevičienė & Birutė Lukšaitė 
 
Background/Objective 
This paper explores the diagnostic potential of social atom diagrams in clinical psychiatric diagnostics of 
patients aged 7 to 17. 
The study‘s main focus was  comparing the social atom diagrams between the study group and general 
population as well as revealing connections between psychiatric disorders and diagrams‘ unique features. 
Method 
A retrospective case-control study was conducted. The paper focused on comparing the properties in so-
cial atom diagrams of children/adolescents in the age group of 7-17 with psychiatric disorders to that of 
the general population of the same age. Overall 332 diagrams of social atoms were analyzed. The control 
group included 274 diagrams while the clinical group consisted of 58 charts. The patients in the clinical 
group were all treated in Vilnius university Hospital, Child Development center in duration from 12/2019 
to 05/2020. Sample’s sociological data was considered as well as features of SoA diagrams--. Descriptive 
statistics criteria Spearman’s rank correlation, Mann-Whitney and Chi-square tests were used. With statis-
tical significance level being p<0,05. 
Results 
Numerous characteristics of both clinical and control groups have been observed in social atom diagrams. 
Evaluation of comprehensive visual structure features proposes that SoA can be used in practice as a diag-
nostic tool. An in depth analysis is required for more certain results. 
Conclusions 
Significant differences in SoA between clinical and control groups were found. These findings reinforce 
the approach to social atom diagrams as a valuable instrument in clinical psychiatric diagnostics. 
BIOGRAPHY 
Kamilė Plėšnytė- Čapkauskienė 
Vilnius university hospital Santaros Klinikos, Child development center, Vilnius, Lithuania 
Beatričė Aukštuolytė 
Druskininkai Primary Health Care Cente, Mental Health Department, Druskininkai, 
Lithuania 
Jurgita Radzevičienė 
Vilnius university hospital Santaros Klinikos, Child development center, Vilnius, Lithuania 
Birutė Lukšaitė 
Vilnius university hospital Santaros Klinikos, Child development center, Vilnius, Lithuania 
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Who am I without my masks?  
Slavica Novevska 

 
 ABSTRACT 
HOW DO I LOOK ? What makes us hide our true selves? What are we worried that 
others will see? Sometimes this moment comes when I want to just “be.” Being "just 
me" sounds so simple, yet sometimes it's most difficult. Enjoy this dive inside yourself, to find your-
self. 
Objectives: To observe myself,  how I look versus how I want to be seen, to find the gap in how we 
want others to see us. 
When? There are moments when we don't feel we are showing our true selves. Use the Layout 
Chart to realign to your true self. 
Ready?  We recommend doing this Layout Chart using the Faces Cards from Faces. As always con-
nect to your thoughts and emotions and see how you are in this moment. When you feel connected, 
open your eyes, spread your cards and be open to hearing the insights that they bring. 
Search Tags: Show up, Faces, Inside, Outside, Masks, True self 
Method /Technique 
Hi, it's nice to meet you!  
We are Points of You ®. (POY methodology, academy)  
Innovative tools and training for professional and personal development. POY tools use the powerful 
language of today’s world , the language of photos, that inspire and provokes the mind. Profession-
als around the world use the tools to create meaningful communication in various settings, gain in-
sight and have a real impact on people’s life. The work is based on the belief that everything around 
us has countless points of view. People, objects, experiences, places–everything. Countless points of 
view.  
When we don’t understand something or someone , it is probably because our perspective is too 
limited for us to see. When we can’t see , we can’t decide, we can’t communicate , we feel stuck . 
We find it hard to take the next step… 
One of the tools I will use is FACES 
New game, new magic. Faces is all about people and the way we reflect one another. Faces is a 
game about how I see my self through observing others. Faces helps us to get to know our signifi-
cant others from new perspectives; it raises questions regarding our relationships and the parts or 
roles we choose to take in them. 
BIOGRAPHY 
Facilitator - training and certification for the application of the tools and methodology Points Of 
You®. Certified Points Of You® Methodology Trainer. Work in groups and individually, on topics of 
everyday life. 
Formal education - Graduate Economist in the field of Marketing Management 
Non-formal education/Freelancer 
Professional trainer for adults 
Training topics : organizational culture and behavior and their relationship with intrinsic motivation, 
employee motivation, interpersonal communication skills, corporate communication, types of con-
flict and ways of resolving conflict, types of leadership.  
sasoslalnoveski@gmail.com 
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Thrive! Regenerative economies: an explorative 
sociodrama to co-create well-being 
Jacomien Ilbrink &Irina Stefanscu 

 
 
ABSTRACT 
Create well-being in a new economy in which  
life is for living and thriving! War is not a part of this! Therefore we will not focus on war, but focus 
on putting our minds together to create a healthy economy. An economy that is designed to thrive 
for all beings, rather than aimed at growth. Continuous growth is not, and has never been, sustaina-
ble. We were wrong to believe that. How can we have an IMPACT and THRIVE? 
The regenerative economy is based on nature-positive impact. Moreno already envisioned counter-
ing the sociodynamic effect, that is: to break with an economy in which resources always come back 
to the same people. Instead, Moreno was aiming to redistribute wealth. Nowadays, we would rather 
say well-being than wealth.  
Come and explore with us by sociodramatic means how to co-create new economies around the 
world for people to thrive and experience well-being. What do we need to do and what small steps 
can we take today? Let’s put our minds together to co-create a better future for all!  
It’s time for change! Climate change, destruction, victims of war - we all yearn for a promising fu-
ture. 
A future in which IMPACT is central, not money, power or growth.  
Theoretical Frame:Countering the sociodynamic effect, as Moreno envisioned, so that scarce re-
sources are redivided and all people can thrive 
METHOD : Sociodrama 
BIOGRAPHY 
Jacomien Ilbrink – de Visser, Creative Arts Therapist, CP, TEP in training, current chair of the Psycho-
drama Association for Europe e.V. Phone +31643985291 Jacomien.ilbrink@gmail.com, https://
www.academyforinter-action.com 
 
Irina Stefanscu: Coach, Facilitator, Trainer, Consultant, Mentor, Supervisor and Student. Practitioner 
Sociodrama, Psychodrama and other Action Methods. Member of ARPsiC, BPA and iSCAN. 
irina.stefanescu@gmail.com  
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